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MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR

RETURNING, UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF

ARTICLE II OF SECTION I OF CHAPTER I OF

PART THE SECOND OF THE CONSTITUTION,

WITH HIS OBJECTIONS THERETO IN

WRITING, THE ENGROSSED BILL SUS-

PENDING THE PROVISIONS OF THE

RACIAL IMBALANCE LAW.
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STATE HOUSE BOSTON, MASS. 02133

September 21, 1973.
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

I am today returning, herewith, without my approval, Senate
Bill No. 1848 entitled “AN ACT SUSPENDING THE PROVISIONS
OF THE RACIAL IMBALANCE LAW.”

The effect of this legislation is to suspend for one year the
operation of the racial imbalance law. Similar attempts to do this
were tried two years ago. They failed because members of the
General Court and the public recognized that we could not allow
a commitment that was then six years old to get off the track from
being fulfilled.

If those reasons were valid then, they are even more persuasive
today. The time has come not to avoid responsibility, but instead,
to meet it. The time has come to spend our energies working to
see that equal education becomes a reality, not trying to preserve
our present system of quality education only for some.

These reasons alone would be sufficient to justify a veto of this
bill, but for one city Springfield, the main beneficiary of this
proposal there are even stronger and more specific reasons to
justify a veto.

The Attorney General has advised me that the fact that Spring-
field is not in compliance is a problem of their own making. I have
jibeen advised that in open court, attorneys for the City of Spring-
field assured the court, the State Board of Education and the
public that an approved plan for balancing the schools in Spring-
field would be submitted by the end of 1972. When, by June, 1973,
despite repeated assurances by representatives of the City of
Springfield, no approved plan was filed, another meeting was held
with the Justice assigned to the case. Following that conference,
the Springfield School Committee still refused to approve a plan
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and submitted, without its approval, two proposals to the Board
for its consideration.

At this time, although a hearing has been held on these pro-
posals, no final action by the Board has been taken. To suspend
the racial imbalance law at this time is not only to condone this
action by the City but also to encourage such action in the future-
there and elsewhere.

For this reason and the other stated reasons, I cannot approve
this measure and am returning the bill without my approval.

Respectfully submitted,

FRANCIS W. SARGENT
Governor
Commonwealth of Massachusetts


